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The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian
Dir: Andrew Adamson, UK/USA, 2008.
A Review by Alice Mills, University of Ballarat, Australia
Peter Jackson's Lord of the Rings trilogy (2001, 2002, 2003) seems to have had a malign influence on Andrew 
Adamson's film adaptations of C. S. Lewis's Narnia books for children. Adamson's The Lion, the Witch and the 
Wardrobe (2005) started promisingly with four children from this world exploring the wonders and horrors of 
life in Narnia, but slid towards Lord of the Rings territory with its inordinately huge and spectacular battle. 
Adamson's second Narnia film, Prince Caspian (2008), goes further in the same direction. Whereas Lewis's 
novel is largely taken up with the gradual joyful discovery of Narnian talking animals, mythological beings and 
Aslan by Prince Caspian and with the rediscovery of Narnia by the four Pevensie children, the film version 
sacrifices much of this joy and wonder in favour of battle sequences. As a consequence, Adamson's Narnia 
becomes less of a treasure house of marvellous inhabitants, and the remaining films in the series will have to 
work very hard to recreate the sense of another world - vulnerable, precious, more morally urgent than ours, 
which this film has squandered.
War in Adamson's film is very much a matter of human against human. The non-human Narnians band 
together to fight only when Caspian (played by the English actor, Ben Barnes, with a thick Italian accent) 
arrives to rally them against his uncle Miraz (played by a genuinely Italian actor, Sergio Castellitto) and the 
rest of the Telmarine invaders. Adamson brings in a lengthy addition to Lewis's plot when the Telmarines 
arrive to besiege the Narnian base, whereupon High King Peter (William Moseley) and Caspian lead their 
forces to attack the royal palace, hoping to find it poorly defended. Another war-oriented addition occurs at 
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the start of the film, when the four Pevensie children are about to be pulled back into Narnia at Caspian's 
summons. Lewis recounts this scene briskly: the children wait for their train and are jerked back into Narnia. 
Adamson shows Peter fighting several schoolboy bullies and soldiers dispersing the crowd of eager schoolchild 
onlookers. As in the first film in the series, the Second World War backdrop to the children's Narnian 
adventures is emphasised here. The Italian accents given to the Telmarines thus align them with the forces of 
Mussolini. To English-speaking viewers acquainted with the history of the Second World War, such a tactic is 
likely to reinforce the sense that our side, being English, is therefore unquestionably in the right and their 
side, being Italian (or even just being foreign), is unquestionably in the wrong. Lewis, insofar as he represents 
the Telmarines as Englishmen in diction and ancestry, refuses this easy xenophobic justification for war.
Perhaps Adamson settled upon Italian accents for his Telmarines because the other ethnic clues given by 
Lewis were too problematic. The ancestors of these Telmarines, Lewis informs his readers late in the novel, 
were sailors shipwrecked on a South Sea island who took wives from the local population before finding an 
opening into Narnia. Rather than Italian, then, their descendants ought to be part-Polynesian; but post-
colonial political unrest in Polynesia renders this ethnicity problematic for a story of invasion and murderous 
colonisation of an English-speaking country. Other aspects of the Telmarines, in Lewis's words and Pauline 
Baynes's illustrations, derive from imperial Muslim history. Adamson chooses not to represent his Telmarines 
as Middle Eastern invaders of the Christian realm of Narnia, persecuting its original inhabitants to the point of 
genocide. Following the book here would have rendered the film in a contemporary context, crude anti-Muslim 
propaganda. Making the Telmarines Italians, harking back to hostilities of fifty years ago, is a far less 
explosive choice.
Nevertheless, setting the Narnian war so firmly in the context of the Second World War has some troublesome 
moral consequences. One of the lessons emphasised in the film is that those who fight on the side of Narnia 
should have waited in the faith that Aslan would come to their aid. Does this imply that, in the film's added 
episode where Peter fights the bullies, he should have held back, turned the other cheek and submitted to 
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their demands for an apology (which would have been a lie)? Does it further imply that in the Second World 
War it would have been better for the English not to have declared war on Hitler? In Narnia, does it mean that 
for Caspian and Peter, taking up arms against murderous invaders is not a morally righteous act? Would the 
better response to genocide be that of the badger (too little is made of this computer-generated creature, 
voiced by Ken Stott) waiting patiently for Aslan while the slaughter goes on?
Set in screeching discord to this message of patience and faith is the film's glorification of battle, in particular 
the slaughter of enemies in battle. It offers two extended battle sequences, one of them Adamson's invention 
(the attack on the Telmarine castle), the other a greatly magnified and more lethal version of the episode in 
the book where the Telmarines are finally defeated. The first of these battles is depicted in the film with due 
acknowledgement of the pain and sorrow of failure, defeat and death as the bulk of the Narnian army is 
trapped within the castle courtyard and cut down. The second battle is represented as a scene of triumph with 
swelling martial music as though the failure, defeat and death of the Telmarines was simply cause for 
rejoicing. Here the children and Narnians merely replicate the treatment visited on Narnia by the Telmarines: 
as such, the film's climax is morally loathsome.
Lewis's novel invites difficulties into itself when he introduces among Aslan's supporters Bacchus, Silenus and 
the Maenads (well known in Greek myth for frenzied dismemberment of their enemies), though he makes 
haste to tame them; equally inappropriate for a novel about learning from one's mistakes is the seemingly 
permanent transformation of boys into pigs and a bad man into a tree. Wisely, Adamson omits all of this 
material, but the surging battle music in the film is a Bacchic rather than Christian celebration of intoxicating 
violence.
Apparently the qualms voiced about battle in both the novel and film versions of The Lion, the Witch and the 
Wardrobe have been swept away in Prince Caspian. Where Lucy (Georgie Henley) and Susan (Anna 
Popplewell) were told not to fight in their first adventure, in this second film Susan unhesitatingly aims her 
arrows to kill. Only Lucy remains more or less untouched by the general enthusiasm for killing. The film's 
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Edmund (Skandar Keynes) is defined as the best of all swordsmen while Peter's identity as High King is proven 
by his sword. How such martial values stand against Aslan's call for patience and faith is never explained. 
Such moral issues become most overt at the end of the film, when Susan and Peter reveal that they will not 
be returning to Narnia because, according to Aslan, they have learned all they can from being there. This 
comment (not to be found in Lewis's text) begs the question, exactly what have these two learned? Peter 
seems to have acquired some humility alongside the confusion between militant Christianity and waiting for 
the Lord. Susan seems to have forgotten what she had learned on her first visit. She has also enjoyed the 
beginnings of a sexual relationship with Prince Caspian, another of the film's inventions and an improvement 
on the 'wet-blanket' Susan of the novel: what can she have learned, though, from Aslan's decision to deny 
any prospect of reunion in this lifetime, except that sexual love is not approved by Christ-the-Lion?
It is in the interludes between its episodes of war and teen romance that Adamson's film is at its strongest. 
There is a powerful short scene, for instance, in which Lucy approaches a bear, believing it to be a talking 
animal and potential friend, only to have it shot dead as it attacks her. Lucy's grief and bewilderment convey, 
as little else in the film does, just why Narnia is worth fighting for. The episode in which Nikabrik (Warwick 
Davis), with a hag and werewolf to help, summons up the White Witch (Tilda Swinton, as glorious as she was 
in the first Narnia film) conveys a mixture of seductiveness and menace far more compelling than the merely 
human threat of the Telmarines. As the good but disbelieving dwarf Trumpkin, Peter Dinklage is excellent, and 
the computer-generated talking mouse, Reepicheep (voiced by Eddie Izzard) is as irresistible as would be 
expected from the director of Shrek (2001). If only Adamson had expanded on these fantasy elements from 
the novel and followed Lewis's lead in lightly touching upon war!
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